
Sold in sets of 12
AC829 Double Door Markers $29.95/set
AR335 Single Door Markers $15.95/set

Using the Door Marker as a method of
unspoken communication promotes fire-
fighting efficiency and safety. These safety

orange, polyethylene markers
are highly visible, even under
typical primary search condi-
tions. They serve as an efficient
method to control search in any multi-room occupancy, hotel, office building
and residence. Door Markers will help ensure that search efforts are not dupli-
cated, but more importantly, that no room has been missed. They also afford

safety to members conducting the search; as seen in the first illustra-
tion, the door cannot close and lock someone behind. It also serves
as a visual indicator to others that a firefighter is in the room.
Standard operating procedures for using these door markers are
illustrated above. Color Orange. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

As any firefighter knows, closed doors can trap you in a room. Traditional
wedges have been used to keep doors open but these can come loose and
dislodge if the door is knocked or bumped. The Hinge Hook is a simple,
reusable, more reliable device that can be inserted over the hinge of almost

any door to aide in preventing door closure without damaging the
door. It’s made of zinc- coated steel and is welded and bent in such a
way as to keep the door open at a 75º angle or less. The Hinge Hook
is light enough to be carried on your turnout gear, high rise packs and
belts. What’s more, a handy multipurpose accessory ring can hold a
handlight, flashing strobe, cyalume stick, etc. Ship. wt. 1 lb. 

Duck Bill
Lock Breaker

The Windshield Wrench
designed by expert rescue 
personnel, shortens the time
required for windshield removal.
Its simple one-armed operation
guards against rescuer fatigue
while minimizing the amount of
flying glass. The wrench features
hardened steel construction
for durability, and a molded
rubber handle design assures
maximum comfort and grip.
Ship. wt. 5 lbs. 

The Glas-Master is truly an extraordinary tool that 
is manually operated; no electricity or hydraulics 

needed. No other tool cuts glass windshields faster
and more effectively, helping reduce rescue time

significantly. Cuts on pull stroke thereby pulling
glass to the outside, away from the victim.  It can also be used on 
fiberglass, wood, plaster or even underwater rescue. What’s more, the

Glas-Master has its own storage of the spring-loaded center punch so it won't
get lost or misplaced when it is needed most. Ship. wt. 4 lbs. 

Cuts through seat belts. Precision
made of high-strength aluminum
alloy.Tip fitted with Dzus Key for opening 
aircraft panels. Will cut 10,000 lb.
strength webbing with one stroke.
Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

AM184 Hinge Hook $10.95

Hinge Hook Keeps Almost Any Door Open

Removes Glass in Less Than a Minute

AB885 Glas-Master $174.95

The Glas-Master

Window punch      "T" handle       Spike       Blade with cover       Front guard

"V" Blade
Rescue Knife

Windshield
Wrench

AA680 Ram I Entry Tool $249.95
AE096 Ram II Entry Tool $299.95

The "Door Marker"
A Method Of Unspoken Communication 

“Search In
Progress”

“Primary 
Search

Complete”

“Secondary 
Search

Complete”

T294X Window 
Punch $10.95

Spring Loaded
Window Punch
Use point to break glass for
emergency entry, to help
trapped accident victims. 
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

All steel tapered head. Designed
to be placed in the shackle of a
padlock and when hit with a
mallet or the back of an axe, it

easily spreads the shackle open.
Celtex insulated steel doweled
handle. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

W515 Duck Bill Lock
Breaker $109.95

Z113 Windshield
Wrench $49.95

L470 “V” Blade 
Rescue Knife $56.95

L470X Replacement Blade $16.95

Two different models of RAM tool allow for one or
two-person operation. It is easy-to-carry, easy-to-

use and easy-to-stow. Durable and 
long-lasting construction of epoxy/
steel striking head reinforced with
fiberglass rods, safety grips of 

non-slip, electrically nonconductive
Celtex with vinyl clad, high-tensile strength

and aircraft steel cable cores. RAM I (shown) is
designed for one-person emergency entry. 30" long and

weighs 35 lbs. The kinetic energy is greatly increased to
20,000 lbs. RAM II is designed as a two-person ram which
may be used by one strong person. This two-person Ram is
30" long. Ship wt. 45 lbs. 

One or two-
person operation

RAM Entry Tool Gets
The Job Done 
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